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By Dylan Divit
Activities Editor
Newton E. Tarble considered his 
time at Eastern (1903-1909) the 
most happy and profitable times of 
his life.
After a stint in World War I as an 
infantry officer, Tarble co-founded 
the Snap-On Tool Company in 
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Still, he never 
forgot his Illinois roots.
In 1973, Eastern presented Tar-
ble with the Distinguished Alumni 
Award; the same year, he pledged 
$1 million towards construction of 
a facility that would “take the arts to 
the people.”  
The following year, the universi-
ty’s School of Fine Arts was estab-
lished.
It was 1978. The art center be-
gan to materialize and James John-
son, Dean of Arts and Humanities, 
became the Chair of the art depart-
ment.  
 “It was the reason I decided to 
come to Eastern,” said Johnson. 
“The opening was quite exciting be-
cause we realized the potential it had 
for the university.”
“Tarble not only provides the ex-
perience of art, but its design truly 
is a work of art within itself,” John-
son said.
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throwing to the basket
Nine hole disc golf course fully open and running along Panther Trail
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Director of university housing and Dining services Mark hudson plays Crazy Eights in his dining room with his wife 
Donna and two sons Andy, 17, (left) and Danny, 12, at their family home in Charleston on Tuesday evening.
hudson answers eastern’s call
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Director of the Tarble Arts Center, Michael Watts, encourages everyone to 
“come on in” for the 25th anniversary of the Tarble Arts Center.
By Stephen Di Benedetto
Senior University Reporter
Former Illinois Governor and 
Eastern alum Jim Edgar and 
his wife, Brenda, have donated 
$150,000 to start a government 
speaking series to bring speakers to 
Eastern twice a year to talk about 
Illinois politics.
“This has been an extremely 
generous display of their loyalty 
and affection to the university,” 
said Karla Evans, executive direc-
tor for development. Evans works 
at the EIU Foundations office. The 
office is in charge of handling the 
Edgars’ donation.
Evans said the donation of 
$150,000 would remain untouched 
for a year, so interest can collect on 
the endowment.
The interest of the endowment 
would then be used to bring in 
speakers to talk about state govern-
ment, Evans said.
“The original (endowment) is 
never touched; only the interest off 
of it,” Evans said.
Every endowed fund works that 
way, she added.
In light of this, Edgar is slated 
to speak during the fall semester. 
Brenda Edgar is scheduled to speak 
during the spring semester.
Exact dates for when the Edgars 
will speak are being negotiated.
“The Edgars wanted this to be 
a gift to the university and wanted 
the students to have the opportu-
nity to learn from this experience,” 
said Jill Nilsen, vice president for 
external relations.
The Edgars created a committee 
in charge of choosing who comes 
to speak at Eastern.
The committee consists of 
Nilsen and a representative from 
the history department, political 
science, student government and 
a professional colleague of the Ed-
gars.
Nilsen said the representatives 
have not been decided.
The Edgars require the commit-
tee to select a speaker who will fo-
cus on state government, current 
issues in state government and the 
historical implications of those cur-
rent issues.
Nilsen said the committee 
would most likely convene some-
time during the spring semester.
“This is a wonderful gift from 
the Edgars and a wonderful oppor-
tunity for Eastern students and the 
community,” Nilsen said.
By Katie Anderson
Campus Editor
Mark has over 11,000 kids.
Two of whom he lives with.  
Like a good father, Mark makes 
sure they have a safe place to live, are 
well fed and do well in school.
Mark, or “Mark the Spark” as his 
parents Edna Mae and Harold, lov-
ingly called him as a child, is bet-
ter known around Eastern as Mark 
Hudson, director of Housing and 
Dining.
Mark’s history with Eastern does 
not begin, however, in 2001 when 
he got the call for the job from for-
mer Eastern President Lou Hencken, 
but rather in the spring of 1976 
when he spent his first days on cam-
pus as a freshman in Weller Hall.
He laughs as he remembers those 
days. 
“I was the same scared ‘Oh my 
God what am I going to do with 
myself ’ freshman,” he said.
Hudson’s 82-year-old mother said 
her youngest of four, always enjoyed 
school even before college.
“He’s always been a very busy 
boy,” she said. “I used to sit and wait 
for him to come home; he’d always 
be doing something at the school.”
College was no different for Hud-
son. 
At the end of his freshmen year, 
he applied to be a resident assistant 
for the following year and received 
a “No” letter.  Frustrated, Hudson 
went to see his hall director, Jean 
Ritchie.  
Ritchie told Hudson he needed to 
get more involved and invited him 
to the hall meeting that night where 
hudson took the advice to heart. 
Hudson ran for hall president 
and won.
Being involved with hall coun-
cil and the Residence Hall Associa-
tion introduced Hudson to Henken, 
director of University Housing and 
Dining at the time.
Hudson continued his involve-
ment the following year.
“It was a really fun year,” Husdon 
remembers with a smile.
With a position as hall president 
and serving as a member of student 
senate, Hudson once again applied 
to be an RA.
This time Hudson made the al-
ternate list, still not achieving the 
coveted RA position.
A phone call from Hencken
“It was a week before the RA’s 
were supposed to come back in Au-
gust when Lou called me. ‘Are you 
still interested in being an RA?’ he 
said.”
Hudson remembers being so sur-
prised and excited he had to call 
back and ask which building he was 
assigned to.
“My first hall director was Keith 
Kohanzo, Eastern’s former director 
of Judicial Affairs who retired last 
year,” Hudson said. “He was an awe-
some mentor, great supervisor and 
funny guy.”
Hudson spent the next three years 
finishing his undergrad in business 
and being an RA in Stevenson Hall.
“It was a fabulous experience,” 
Hudson said. “I always think I was 
within one week of never having 
been the director of housing here. 
If I hadn’t gotten the call to be an 
RA, would I have gone out a third 
time?”
New cash 
brings new 
speakers
Donation to help the 
understanding  
of Illinois politics
A man’s transition 
from student to boss
A silver anniversary of art
CAmpuS ADmInIStrAtIon
CAmpuS
Tarble Arts Center’s 
staff  prepares to 
celebrate 25 years
“I was the same scared ‘oh my God  what am I 
going to do with myself’ freshman” 
— Mark Hudson
Director of university housing and Dining
SEE tarble, PAGE 2
SEE hudson, PAGE 2
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Online Reporter Eugenia Jefferson 
sat down with interim Athletic 
Director Ken Baker to find out his 
plans for the athletic department. 
Baker is also the director of the 
student recreation center.
For the news from campus, the city 
of Charleston and Eastern athlet-
ics, www.dennews.com presents 
the Daily News Roundup. The daily 
news is summarized in audio form 
for our listeners.
Disc golf enthusiasts are flocking 
to Eastern's disc golf course now 
that it is fully operational. Like real 
golf, an even par is what the golfers 
shoot for.
KEn baKEr Podcast daily nEws rounduP disc golf slidEshow
toDay
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All address changes for billing, permanent, 
parent and off-campus for students, are now 
being handled through the Office of The 
Registrar, Old Main – Room 1220.  Changes 
for on-campus housing addresses will still be 
done in the Housing Office.
STUDENT ADDRESS CHANGES:
Under the leadership of Dr. 
Vaughn Jaenike, former Dean of 
Fine Arts, the Tarble Art Center 
opened its door to the public in the 
summer of 1982 with an emphasis 
on community engagement, artistic 
appreciation and education.
In 2004, an east wing addition 
was made possible with donations 
from the Tarble family. Mrs. New-
ton (Pat) Tarble gave a $2.3 million 
gift, and their daughter, Jan, gave a 
$2 million gift.
Now, the center is commending 
its quarter-century landmark with 
the exhibition “The Tarble at 25: 
Celebrating the Collection.”  
The center’s permanent collection, 
which mostly pre-dates the building, 
focuses on Illinois folk art, contem-
porary Midwestern art on paper and 
American Scene art.  
Michael Watts, director of Tarble 
for 21 years, said the permanent col-
lection is meant to reflect and recog-
nize the area’s artistic contributions.  
Throughout the year, Tarble hosts 
a variety of events and temporary ex-
hibitions.
These range from a chamber mu-
sic series, interactive and mixed me-
dia instillations, to workshops for 
the community.
There are also annual undergrad-
uate, graduate and faculty shows, as 
well as a youth exhibit for surround-
ing area schools.
The exhibits themselves balance in-
terest between the students and com-
munity. Although student visitors 
are sometimes stagnant, there is con-
stantly a new audience, said Watts.
“A challenge and on-going issue 
about arts is they lack the same rec-
ognition as other areas of activity,” 
said Watts. “Student apathy is signif-
icant.” 
Johnson said he feels students can 
benefit from Tarble and art’s ability 
to allow people to expand on aware-
ness.  
While half of the permanent col-
lection is folk art (quilts, carvings 
and other textile art), new art forms 
and technology will continue to 
challenge the Tarble Arts Center.
“I tell people you might not like 
every exhibition, but in the course of 
a year there should be two or three 
that you’ll really like,” Watts said.
Tarble is the only facility on cam-
pus constructed entirely through do-
nated funds.
Made possible by membership 
contributions and endowments, Tar-
ble will preserve and exhibit art for 
future generations.
Tarble, from page 1
That phone call from Hencken 
was to be the first in a series of three.
The next would come in 1981 
when Hudson was hired as the associ-
ate resident director for Weller Hall. 
“Lou hired me for all three of my 
jobs [at Eastern].  He hired me to 
be an RA, hired me to be a gradu-
ate student and he was the vice pres-
ident of Student Affairs when he 
hired me to be the director of hous-
ing. So I owe a lot to Lou.”
the longest internship ever
Much has changed for Hudson 
since 1983, when he graduated from 
Eastern.
After graduation Hudson found 
himself at the Oshkosh Placement 
Exchange in Oshkosh, Wis. then 
was recruited to the University of 
North Dakota in Grand Forks where 
he spent 18 years of his career.
“I was hired as the complex di-
rector and began what people like 
to call the longest internship in his-
tory,” Hudson said jokingly.
After two years in Grand Forks, 
Hudson was back in Oshkosh inter-
viewing candidates for the complex 
director position.
That is when he met Donna, a 
graduate of Missouri Columbia with 
her masters in psychology.
Hudson returned to Grand Forks 
with Donna, the new complex di-
rector and, although he didn’t know 
yet, his future wife.
“We started dating three weeks 
after I got there,” said Donna. 
“We always say I was her boss for 
three weeks,” Hudson said. “She’s 
been my boss ever since.”
the third call
“We had kind of been looking for 
opportunities to come back closer 
to home,” Donna remembers. “And 
then Mark got a call.”
Edna Mae, Hudson's 82-year-old 
mother remembers that time well 
too.
“I had just had heart surgery and 
Mark had made the 14-hour trip 
many times to be by my side,” she 
said.  “We didn’t want to monopo-
lize his time, but we were very happy 
to have them close,” Edna Mae said. 
In summer of 2001, Hudson left 
his associate director of residence 
services position and headed back to 
Charleston as the director of Univer-
sity Housing and Dinning with his 
wife and young sons.
Hencken recalls the decision was 
easy.
“He’s very student oriented and 
that was obvious when he was an 
RA. Everything he did when in 
RHA, as an RA and as a hall direc-
tor, ect. He was always doing the 
best for the students and that im-
pressed me.”
Hudson, from page 1
Tarble a center for local art
Hudson and Hencken
campus briefs
Comments, CorreCtions, or 
events
To report any errors, local events 
or general suggestions for future 
editions please contact our news 
editor, Hayley Clark, via: 
Phone | 581-7942  
e-mail | Dennewsdesk@gmail.
com 
office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall
toDAY
event | Turnitin Help
time | 9:00 a.m.
Location | CATS Training 
Lab
more info | 581-8397
on campus 
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study Abroad 
informational tonight
A Study Abroad information-
al session will be available for all 
students interested in studying 
abroad.
The session is at 4 p.m. today in 
Blair Hall Room 1207.
Students of all years and majors 
are welcome.
minority reception 
tonight in Union
The Minority Faculty, Staff & Stu-
dent reception is 3 to 5 p.m. today 
in the Martin Luther King Jr. Uni-
versity Union Grand Ballroom.
new additions made 
available at Library
Booth Library has new equip-
ment available for patrons on the 
4000 level. 
Four Windows laptops are avail-
able to check out for a 4-hour lim-
it but cannot be taken outside the 
library. 
Four 6-megapixel cameras are 
also available and are due back at 
noon the day after checkout. 
Also, four MP3 players have been 
added to the selection. The play-
ers are compatible with MyMedia-
Mall, which hosts audiobooks that 
can be added from the library or 
the patron’s home. The MP3 play-
ers can be checked out for one 
week.
national Guard grants 
now available
Applications for the Illinois 
National Guard Grants for this 
school year are now available. 
The applications can be picked 
up in the Veterans Services Office 
in the Student Services Building. 
The deadline for the application 
is Oct. 1. 
—Hayley Clark, News Editor
By Katey mitchell
Senior  Campus Reporter
Kevin Linker, director of intra-
mural sports, thinks the Student 
Recreation Center is the best place 
on campus. 
It “keeps raising the bar,” he said.
This summer the staff looked to 
the students for inspiration as they 
worked to “raise the bar” by improv-
ing their facilities.
Linker said one of the biggest re-
quests from students was met with 
the addition of the Circuit Express, a 
collection of machines and workout 
tips to help give students a full body 
workout in 30 minutes. 
Senior communication studies 
major Liz Norris has used the new 
workout areas and said she appreci-
ates the “easy and straightforward” 
directions on the machines.
“It lays everything out for you,” 
Norris said. “You don’t have to look 
at the machine to figure it out.” 
Senior art education major, Lexi 
Mayberry said.  She really like they 
way the system works like a personal 
trainer.
“The signs help motivate and the 
pictures show you how to work the 
machines. It feels like I am working 
out every part of my body,” she said.
 Studnets will find more than the 
Circuit Express is new. 
Over the past few months, the 
university has brought in other new 
equipment, created new workout 
routines and increased security. 
There are more elliptical ma-
chines, StairMasters and weight 
room equipment. 
”We’re supposed to have weight 
benches with the weights on the 
sides (of the machine) instead of on 
the weight tree,” Linker said.  “So it 
is more convenient for the lifter.” 
The lower level entrance and area 
connecting the lower weight room 
and court one also received improve-
ment in the form of new lighting. 
Rec Center staff expect contin-
ued improvements throughout the 
semester with the installation of new 
security cameras.
“There are some areas that need to 
be looked at that weren’t covered by 
the first set,” Linker said. “(The cam-
eras) will make (the Rec) safer for 
students.”
One area that will be covered 
is the back stairwell that connects 
the aerobics room with the exercise 
room upstairs. Currently, cameras 
do not cover the emergency doors 
and stairs. Dan Sheehan, senior rec-
reation administration major, said he 
likes the fact that money from stu-
dents is given back to the students 
through the Rec Center instead of 
“being sent somewhere else where 
(students) don’t see it.” 
Rec center upgrades building, machines 
BreAKDown of tHe 
CirCUit exPress
• five minute warm up with 
exercise bikes 
• 10 reps on each of these 
machines: ab crunch, leg 
extensions, bicep curl, chest 
press, seated leg curl
• resistance training: 10 reps 
at moderate effort on: lat pull 
down, tricep press, squat, 
shoulder press
• five to 10 minutes stretch and 
cool down on mat 
HoUrs of tHe reC 
Center 
• monday-thursday: 5:30 a.m.- 
midnight. 
• friday: 5:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.. 
• saturday and sunday: 10 a.m. 
-10 p.m.
By Barbara Harrington
Staff Reporter
one spring of construc-tion and $15,769 later, Eastern is now on par with Southern Illinois, Western Illinois and 
Illinois State Universities.
Disc golfers can now play on 
the new nine-hole course for 
recreation or competition. 
The student senate approved 
the course in February, and con-
struction began in the spring 
and was completed over the 
summer. 
Levi Bulgar, student execu-
tive vice president, said he be-
lieves the money allotted for the 
course was money well spent. 
The university already had 
the space for the course, and 
Bulgar liked the idea of bring-
ing an up-and-coming sport to 
campus. 
“It will get a lot of students 
who wouldn’t normally go to 
the (Student Recreation Center) 
out there,” he said. “Before, peo-
ple who played Frisbee golf or 
frolf, as some call it, would have 
to travel 30-40 minutes away to 
play.”
Disc golf is similar to regular 
golf. The object of the game is 
to get through the course with 
as few “strokes” as possible, but 
instead of putting a ball into a 
hole, players throw a disc into a 
target or basket. 
To help a player successfully 
make par, there are several types 
of discs available: a basic disc, 
a putting disc and a disc that 
curves to one side. 
“(The game) can be as so-
phisticated as you want,” said 
Ken Baker, director of Campus 
Recreation and interim athletic 
director.
For those who are new to the 
game, there is a practice bas-
ket across from Taylor Hall, 
which serves as a sort of  “driv-
ing range.” 
Players can work on devel-
oping skills such as distance 
and aim before trying out the 
course. 
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | DEN
Jum Figora, a Junior Art major, putts toward the third hole on Eastern’s new disc golf course. “Disc golf is a great way to take your 
mind off the stresses in the world.” Figora said.  The 9-hole disc golf course was installed over the summer.
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3
4
5
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eAstern’s DisC GoLf CoUrse LAYoUt
Baker said since the comple-
tion of the project he has seen 
players out on the course regu-
larly.
“Even over the summer we 
had a league develop,” Baker 
said. 
Baker and Bulgar both expect 
the popularity of the course to 
increase as the semester goes on. 
“I’m hoping more people 
will say ‘Hey let’s go try this. It’s 
something new; it’s something 
fun,” Bulgar said. 
The course is open to every-
one, and there is no tee time, 
sign up or fee to play.
It is located just south of the 
campus pond. Discs and score 
cards are available in the Rec 
Center. Scorecards are also avail-
able first tee.
Disc course fLYinG smooTHLY
Ease of use takes 
center stage in the 
Rec’s construction 
correcTions
on Page 12 of wednesday’s 
edition, the Daily eastern news 
reported an error in the arti-
cle “Baker ready for next Chal-
lenge.” rich mcDuffie was actu-
ally relieved of his duties as 
eastern’s Athletic Director fol-
lowing an investigation into 
complaints of sexual harass-
ment.
The DEN regrets the error.
Upon returning to campus, stu-dents were disappointed when the cold chain-link fences sur-rounding our much-antici-
pated fine arts center greeted them.
The Doudna Building renovation has 
been in progress since September of 2001, 
when the original model was unveiled.
Eastern was very excited when the staff 
was able to move out of the building and 
construction was underway.  It was only a 
short time until the state started to drag its 
feet by freezing the funding and they have 
been draging their feet ever since. 
Because the funding was pulled after the 
contractors started the asbestos removal and 
key items such as lights were missing, the 
building could not be occupied and that is 
how it sat for three years. 
The students of Eastern deserve more. 
Students who entered the university in 2003 
were promised that the building would be 
done in just one year.  
Those students graduated in May without 
ever seeing the magic that was promised to 
be behind the copper walls.
It was not until Feb. 23, 2004 when the 
office of Governor Rod Blagojevich an-
nounced they would give $46 million for 
the project.  The project then sat for another 
10 months while the state researched bids 
and changed the plans for the project.
The Daily Eastern News feels those stu-
dents who learned in former grocery stores 
while the state was developing a plan were 
not given the education they could have had 
if the professors were given the facility.
Eastern expected delays with the build-
ing that President Lou Hencken said had no 
right angles.  Administrators planned to ex-
tend the leases for Art Park West and the Vil-
liage Theatre if needed and have not ordered 
any of the necessary equipment in case they 
had no place to put it.  However, the es-
timates made by the state that the project 
would take 30 months from March of 2005 
are not accurate.
The state’s Capital Development Board has 
absolute control of the building until con-
struction is complete and then the university 
must order and move in all of the new equip-
ment.  
It may take a long time to get every aspect 
of the building right and the students are 
tired of waiting.
Will the class of 2010, that was told in ori-
entation they would use Doudna this fall, 
graduate, like the class of 2007, without ever 
using one potter’s wheel or performing one 
concert in the fine arts center that lured them 
to campus?
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No budget 
no raise this 
is real life
EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
the DEN editorial board. Reach the 
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com
When I was growing up, I was told if 
I worked hard that I would be rewarded, 
whether it be a raise or promotion. 
Lately it seems that if you want to get 
a raise, all you have to do is miss deadline 
by two months.
This is what the state lawmakers must 
believe. They are giving themselves a total 
of two pay raises increasing their pay by 
more than13 percent, which is part of the 
already two months late budget. 
This is a great idea. When I have kids 
someday, I am going to tell them to be 
late with all their homework and work 
deadlines. They will definitely get raises.
If this column missed deadline, I would 
not be working for the Daily Eastern 
News anymore. 
Where is the state government’s boss? 
Oh, wait. The voters in Illinois are the 
supervisors of the elected officials. 
I say when the time comes for their 
evaluations, otherwise known as Election 
Day voters make it known that they are 
getting a poor marks. 
It’s time to make it known that self -
implemented pay raises are not warranted, 
especially when the budget for fiscal year 
2008 is looked at. 
The deadline for the budget was May 
31, which requires a three-fifths majority 
to pass. A temporary budget was passed 
for July, but none for August.
On Aug. 10 the General Assembly 
sent an approved budget to Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich, which he still has not signed. 
Blagojevich said he wants to cut 
millions of pork projects out of the 
budget. Not being cut out of the budget 
are the raises for lawmakers and him. 
He plans on using the money cut 
from the budget to jump start health care 
initiatives, including expanding the Family 
Care and All Kids. 
Earlier this year Blagojevich tried to 
enact a gross receipts tax to raise $6 billion 
in revenue for education and healthcare 
projects, which crashed the moment it 
came to a vote in the General Assembly. 
If Blagojevich wants to give more 
health care benefits to those who cannot 
afford it, why not take away the pay raises?
With the pay raises Blagojevich will 
now make $171,000 and the part-time 
legislators will receive over $65,000. 
Blagojevich has not made any 
comments that he would cut the pay 
hikes. 
Raises should have to wait until they 
can finish their job on time.
COLUMN |  MATT’S SOAPBOX
STAFF EDITORIAL
EASTERN NOT A MELTING POT
Chris Walden’s (column), “Learn 
to be a Global Citizen”, promotes 
the appearance of a culturally diverse 
campus in Charleston, even stating 
that Eastern is as good a melting pot 
as any university. 
Apparently Walden needs to put 
the controller down and leave his 
dorm room before making similar 
exaggerated and unsupported claims 
in the future.
   Gerald Cotiangco, Freshman
*Editor’s note: in his column 
Chris Walden said “Charleston is a 
melting pot of different ethnicities 
and credos.”
Letters to the editor can be sub-
mitted at any time on any topic to 
the opinions editor to be published 
in The Daily Eastern News.  The 
Daily Eastern News’ policy is to run 
all letters that are not libelous or po-
tentially harmful.  They must be less 
than 250 words. 
Letters to the editor can be 
brought in with identification to 
the DEN at 1811 Buzzard Hall 
or submitted electronically from the 
author’s EIU e-mail address to DE-
Nopinions@gmail.com.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Matt
HOPF
DRAWN FROM THE NEWS | DAVID PENNELL
“LET’S GIVE THEM 
SOMETHING TO TALK 
ABOUT”
Is Blagojevich doing his 
job with the budget?
 To submit your opinion on this 
week’s topic, bring it in with iden-
tification to the DEN at 1811 
Buzzard Hall or submit it elec-
tronically from the author’s EIU 
e-mail address to DENopinions@
gmail.com by 4 p.m. today.
The Daily Eastern News is has a 
weekly spot open on Wednesdays for 
anyone in the Eastern community to 
submit a column. 
For more information contact 
Nicole Milstead, the Opinions Editor, 
at 581-7942 or at 
DENopinions@gmail.com.
Stop giving false hope; 
give Eastern Doudna
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
COLUMNISTS NEEDEDDENNEWS.COM FEATURED BLOGGER
Rick
KAMBIC
Rick Kambic  hopes to lead the charge into fantasy 
football with a campus-wide custom league for readers.
To find out more check the blogs on www.dennews.com.
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MEET THE UNIVERSITY POLICE
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | DEN
sgt. mike elam of eiU University police stands outside of his patrol car. students were invited to speak with 
crime Prevention officer art mitchell during the first “meet the University Police” event wednesday afternoon 
at the information booth in front of Booth library. students were offered safety tips, parking permit registra-
tion forms, sexual assault counseling information and other campus information. mitchell, an eastern univer-
sity police officer of 17 years, said interacting with students at events like this is a major part of his job. he said 
along side performing his regular duties as a university police officer he also speaks with students in founda-
tion classes and helps with international student orientation. 
By Sara Cuadrado
Staff Reporter
and Hayley Clark
News Editor
Reviewing Eastern’s courses, pro-
grams and academic policies is an 
important responsibility entrusted to 
the Council on Academic Affairs. 
CAA meets every Thursday about 
matters concerning academic regu-
lations, such as adding or deleting 
courses or programs. 
It also makes recommendations 
on admission requirements as well 
as graduation and admission require-
ments. 
However, its primary responsi-
bility is deciding the undergraduate 
curriculum.
“Our challenge is just to review 
what is being offered by various ac-
ademic departments,” said Council 
Chair Christie Roszkowski.
The Council includes Blair Lord, 
provost and vice president for ac-
ademic affairs, one member from 
each academic college, three student 
members and an advisor from the 
Academic Advising Center. 
These members must review 
new course proposals and revisions. 
They also decide what requirements 
should be included in a major. 
The CAA tries to make the aca-
demic programs current and rele-
vant.
“I am always amazed and im-
pressed at the scope quality of the 
programs,” council member Les Hy-
der said.
Two of the voting student rep-
resentative spots are not filled. The 
third spot is held by Alison Koste-
lich, the student vice president for 
academic affairs.
The non-voting members of CAA 
are Lord and Lora Green, the aca-
demic advising member.
Even though not all members 
have voting responsibilities, “every-
body has an opportunity to provide 
input,” Roszkowski said.
The changes that are made by 
CAA do not begin there. 
The issues arise at the department 
level from the faculty regarding stu-
dents and their success in classes. 
The issue then moves to the college 
level. After the college level, CAA 
gets the issue at the university level 
and the issue is resolved in some way. 
It is the final body to approve the 
curriculum.
One of the many important de-
cisions that the CAA made last year 
was in conjunction with the Council 
on Graduate Studies regarding the 
grade appeal process. 
The members found that the pro-
cess could be improved with a few 
changes. 
The new process encourages the 
formal resolution of the issue and is 
much more fair, Roszkowski said.
CAA strives to always have courses 
that really meet the students’ needs. 
A committee is now in place to ob-
serve the senior seminar program. 
Questions have arose as to 
whether or not the seminars are serv-
ing their purpose. 
Today’s meeting is the first of the 
semester and will be a planning and 
orientation meeting to familiarize 
new members with the council. 
Next week’s meeting will be with 
President William Perry and the fol-
lowing week begins regular business.
CAA LOOKING FOR MEMBERS
Kostelich is looking for someone 
interested and willing to speak 
up to represent the student body. 
anyone interested can email her 
at amkostelich@eiu.edu. 
Voting faculty members include:
Kathleen Bower 
Geology/Geography
Julie Campbell
english 
Julie Dietz
health studies
Jean Dilworth
Family and consumer sciences
Darren Hendrickson
sociology/anthropology
Les Hyder
Journalism
Debra Reid
history
Christie Roszkowski 
Business
Jeffrey Stowell
 Psychology
CAA begins new year 
with high hopes
Council of Academic 
Affairs joins faculty, 
students together in 
curriculum planning
 
SPRINGFIELD – More than a 
week after promising to slash $500 
million out of the state budget, 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich still hasn’t 
taken action, leaving the budget in 
limbo.
On Wednesday, the state’s 
22nd day without a budget, some 
officials argued Blagojevich can’t 
find places to cut without hurting 
important programs or political 
constituencies.
Steve Brown, spokesman for 
House Speaker Michael Madigan, 
D-Chicago, said the governor’s 
staff is “least equipped” to search 
for cuts.
“Under the motto ‘We don’t 
know and we don’t care,’ these 
people haven’t paid any attention 
in five years, so it’s going to take 
them a long time to figure it out 
now,” Brown said.
Blagojevich spokeswoman 
Abby Ottenhoff denied the delay 
indicates trouble finding places to 
cut. She said it simply takes time 
to put together and review such a 
long veto.
Meanwhile, one of Blagojevich’s 
closest allies pointed out an 
omission in the budget that 
legislators sent to the Democratic 
governor’s desk.
Rep. Jay Hoffman, D-
Collinsville, said in a letter to 
House members that the budget 
failed to include money for local 
projects begun in the past that have 
not yet been completed.
That means state funding could 
dry up in the middle of building 
new sewer systems, parks, fire 
departments and other projects, 
Hoffman wrote.
The governor’s office sent 
Hoffman’s letter and examples 
of the projects to reporters. It 
comes after news stories about the 
potential impact of Blagojevich 
cutting new local projects that are 
promised in the latest budget.
“While many lawmakers are 
speculating and raising concern 
about brand new projects that 
might be vetoed, there are hundreds 
of commitments they’ve already 
made to their communities that 
won’t be paid under the budget 
they passed,” Ottenhoff said in an 
e-mail.
The old budget expired July 31. 
Lawmakers approved a new one on 
Aug. 10.
On Aug. 14, Blagojevich said he 
would approve most of the budget 
but cut $500 million in “pork and 
special interest spending” by the 
end of the week. He specifically 
criticized local projects inserted 
into the budget by each lawmaker.
“I think the reality is it’s tough to 
find $500 million in cuts,” House 
Minority Leader Tom Cross, R-
Oswego, said Tuesday.
While Blagojevich criticized 
adding new member projects, 
Ottenhoff said he does not object 
to old ones that were promised in 
past years. She said the money has 
been set aside already, so including 
it again won’t bloat the budget. The 
governor’s office could not say how 
much money is in question.
Madigan’s spokesman said the 
money was left out at the request 
of Republican lawmakers because 
most projects were for Democratic 
legislators. The money could be 
restored later, he said.
David Dring, spokesman for the 
House Republican leader, said the 
GOP objected to including large 
lump sums for the projects without 
details on how the money would be 
spent.
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state briefs
Blagojevich hopes 
to cut $500 million in 
special interest projects
Inaction leaves budget in limbo
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  for the week and Fall ‘07 semester
  Wednesday-$1.00Stag Pints-$2.75Jack, Jim, Jose’
       Thursday-$1.00Bud&Bud Lt. Pints
-$1.25Rail Vodka Mixers
-$2.50Redbull & Vodka
*Fooseball Tournament!
      Friday
-$1.75Domestic Bottles
-$2.50Bacardi & Captain
              Mixers          
  Saturday-$2.75U-Call-it
  Sunday
-$1.00Coors Lt. Pints
-$1.50Rail Drink
              Mixers
-$4.00Coors Lt. 
               Pitchers
$1.50 drink 
specials 
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Pump up your AD-dominals 
Purchase an ad in the DEN
Contact your personal ad-trainer 
today! 581-2816
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Registration: Sep 7:5-6 pm
                        Lantz Main Hall
Where: EIU Student Rec Ctr
     1st Cut: Sep 7:6-10pm
    2nd Cut: Sep 8:730am-9pm
Details & Forms:
http://www.eiu.edu/~pinkpan
Questions:
Lisa Dallas: Imdallas@eiu.edu
    AUDITIONS
         Sep 7-8
EIU Pinks!
This Space
For Sale
•Prime Location 
•On Campus 
•Put Your business
in front of 10,000+ 
Students
Faculty
Staff
call the Den 
217-581-2816
“Under the motto ‘We don’t know and we 
don’t care,’ these people haven’t paid any 
attention in five years, so it’s going to take 
them a long time to figure it out now,” 
— Steve Brown
Spokesman for House Speaker Michael Madigan
Whispers about clout 
surface as Gov. Ryan’s 
appeal continues
CHICAGO  – As former Gov. 
George Ryan remains free on 
bond more than 16 months 
after his racketeering and fraud 
conviction, some observers can’t 
help but suggest that plain old 
political clout is as much at play 
as legal due process.
Legal experts say serious 
questions concerning problem-
plagued jury deliberations at the 
close of his six-month trial remain 
before the 73-year-old Ryan is 
sent off to start his 6 1/2-year 
sentence.
But experts are skeptical and 
say political clout may be at work, 
especially after an appeals court 
upheld Ryan’s conviction Tuesday 
but then canceled a 72-hour 
deadline for him to report to 
prison.
“Look, if he were Joe Shmo 
he’d be gone,” Roosevelt 
University political scientist Paul 
Green said Wednesday. “But then 
if he were Joe Shmo he wouldn’t 
have been governor.”
The Associated Press
The Associated Press
ST. PAUL, Minn. – Pounded and 
strained by heavy traffic and weakened 
by missing bolts and cracking steel, the 
failed interstate bridge over the Missis-
sippi River also faced a less obvious en-
emy: Birds, specifically pigeons.
Inspectors began documenting 
the buildup of pigeon dung on the 
span near downtown Minneapolis 
two decades ago.
Experts say the corrosive guano 
deposited all over the Interstate 35W 
span’s framework helped the steel 
beams rust faster.
Although investigators have yet 
to identify the cause of the bridge’s 
Aug. 1 collapse, which killed at least 
13 people and injured about 100, 
the pigeon problem is one of many 
factors that dogged the structure.
In 1996, screens were installed 
over openings in the bridge’s beams 
to keep pigeons from nesting there, 
but that didn’t prevent the building 
of droppings elsewhere.
Pigeon droppings contain am-
monia and acids, said chemist Neal 
Langerman, an officer with the 
health and safety division of the 
American Chemical Society. If the 
dung isn’t washed away, it dries out 
and turns into a concentrated salt. 
When water gets in and combines 
with the salt and ammonia, it creates 
small electrochemical reactions that 
rust the steel underneath.
“Every time you get a little bit of 
moisture there, you wind up having 
a little bit of electrochemistry occur-
ring and you wind up with corro-
sion,” said Langerman. “Over a long 
term, it might in fact cause struc-
tural weaknesses.”
Langerman emphasized that he 
wasn’t saying pigeon dung factored 
into the collapse of the 40-year-old 
bridge. “Let’s let the highway trans-
portation and safety people do their 
job,” he said.
The problem is familiar to bridge 
inspectors everywhere.
The Colorado Department of 
Transportation spent so much time 
cleaning pigeon manure off bridges 
that it is embarking on a two-year 
research project looking for ways to 
keep pigeons away from its spans.
“It can be damaging to our struc-
tures because it’s slightly acidic and 
it has other compounds in it that 
can dissolve especially things like 
concrete,” said Patricia Martinek, 
the agency’s environmental research 
manager.
Pigeon guano isn’t just a danger 
to the bridges.
In the Denver area, the Colorado 
DOT pays outside environmental spe-
cialists to clean bridges wearing full 
biohazard suits with respirators because 
of heightened fears about bird flu and 
other diseases, said Rob Haines, who 
supervises maintenance there.
NatioN briefs
Dung aids in rusting, 
weakening steel before 
deadly collapse
Pigeons took toll on failed bridge
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It’s time for school and 
it’s time to
A d v e r t i s e !
DENCall the      today 
581.2816
...
Open 11A.M.
Goose Island 312, Oatmeal Stout 
& Honkers
Lunch
Plus
Vienna Hot Dog w/Fries $2.49
Windy City Specials!
$1 Miller Lite Drafts
Sept. 8 - Lincoln Springs Resort Open
3 Miles East of Charleston on Rt. 16
217-345-3424 or 877-770-0ABE
Sun. to Thurs. - 12 p.m. to 10 p.m.  / Fri. & Sat. - Noon to Midnight
Visit Our Web Site @ www.lincolnspringsresort.com
Play Our Miniature Golf Course for
the Chance to Win $10,000!
$25.00 entry fee includes 2 practice rounds anytime prior to the tournament & a T-shirt! 
$1,000 to Local Winners
Prizes
! Raffles!
3 Ways to Register: Online, In Person or By Phone.
All Major Credit Cards Accepted.
Don‛t Get Left Out! Sign Up Today! 
Join Us Labor Day Weekend!
Saturday
* Guitar Hero II Tourney
   Begins @ 2 p.m.
* Mini Golf &
   Game Nexus Specials
Sunday
Teen Night - 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
$15 entry includes pizza,
pop, golf & Game Nexus
Featuring Thorn & Imaginary
Events DJ!
Monday is Family Day!!
Cookout from Noon til 7 p.m.
Serving brats, hotdogs, burgers chips & soda
Activity Bracelets!
$10 Adults, $8 Kids 12 & under
Includes Mini Golf, Game Nexus,
Putting & Trivia Contests, Scavenger
Hunt & much more!
Double Decker Bus Rides!
$2 Adults, $1 Kids 12 & Under
MOTHERSOpen Tonight
$2
$2.75
Open 9pm       Available for Functions  Call Dave  @ 345.2171
It’s 
Thursd
ay... it’s
U-Call Drinks
BIG Bottles
$6  
$1.50 SOB’s
Rum n’ Coke Pitchers
Cranes and other heavy equipment 
machinery begin the arduous task of 
removing metal and cement materi-
als from the I-35W bridge site at the 
Mississippi River crossing in Minne-
apolis, Minnesota, on August 22. 
mINNESOTa
Marlin levison | MCT
Inmate executed for 
killing store clerk in 1998 
HUNTSVILLE, Texas – A man con-
victed in the shooting death of a 
convenience store clerk became 
the 400th person on Aug. 22 to be 
executed in Texas since the state re-
sumed capital punishment in 1982.
Johnny Ray Conner, 32, was 
convicted in 1999 for fatally 
shooting Houston convenience 
store clerk Kathyanna Nguyen, 49, 
during an attempted robbery.
 
Foley won’t let FLDE 
examine his computer
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. – Florida’s 
top police agency said Wednesday 
its investigation into former U.S. 
Rep. Mark Foley’s lurid Internet 
communications with teenage 
boys has been hindered because 
neither Foley nor the House will 
let investigators examine his 
congressional computers.
The Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement says it hopes to con-
clude its investigation next week.
 
The Associated Press
ADULT BIRTHDAY and 
BACHELORETTE gifts and games, 
plus hats, wigs, beads, and more! 
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, open 
by appointment 345-2617.
______________________8/24
Ride Sharing from Champaign- 
Looking for 3 or so people to Car 
Pool from Champaign Monday 
through Friday. 581-7245 or 
cfperalta@eiu.edu
______________________8/24
Nice 3 BR House, garage, stove, 
fridge, W/D. 3 people, $263 
each/MO; family, $795/MO. 
815-351-4119
______________________8/24
3 BR, 2 1/2 Bath Townhouse, 2 
car garage, with laundry. 9th and 
Buchanan. $395/MO/student 
plus utilities. Call 630-505-8375 
for showing.
______________________8/24
2 BR Duplex: water, trash, W/D, 
stove, refrig. $400/MO. Phone 
649-0651, 345-7244
______________________8/24
FOR LEASE - Across the street from 
campus - 3 bedrooms available 
now - $250 each - 549-5296.
______________________8/24
Nice remodeled 4 BR, 2 Bath 
house. New appliances, D/W, 
Washer/Dryer, central air, and 
furnace. Close to EIU. No pets. 
Parking, share utilities, 10 month 
lease, $325 each. Call Charlie 
520-990-7723.
______________________8/28
Studio apartment available now. 
Private entrance, bath, kitchen, 
washer/dryer. Close to EIU. 
Parking, share utilities, no pets. 
10 month lease, $350/MO. Call 
Charlie: 520-990-7723.
______________________8/28
On the square- Two bedroom 
with loft large open living room 
with sky light. Heat, water and 
trash included. 2 people $325 
each. Call 512-0334
_______________________9/4
2 Brand New Student Rentals: 3-5 
Bedroom houses just blocks from 
campus. Call Tom at 708-772-3711
_______________________9/7
1 bedroom apartment available 
Fall 07’. $350/month heat,water 
and trash included. Call 897-
6266 or 898-9143
______________________9/11
FOR RENT: Single Apt., 
Charleston Square, $350/MO. 
Includes gas, water, trash. Dave 
345-2171 (9AM-11AM)
_______________________ 00
COASTAL PROPERTIES 
AVAILABLE, GREAT LOCATION: 
1108 AND 1114 4TH STREET. 
S T O V E / R E F R I G E R A T O R 
INCLUDED, TRASH IS 
INCLUDED. 2 BEDROOMS. 
REASONABLE RATES. PLEASE 
CALL 217-345-5088
_______________________ 00
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN 
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR 4 
BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH AND 
PARKING INCLUDED, FOR 
$275/EACH. 348-5427
_______________________ 00
DARIGAN APTS: 751 6th St. 1 BR 
apt., water and trash paid, security 
deposit and lease required. No 
pets. 348-8305
_______________________ 00
Brand New Driftwood Apt. 
for Rent! 2 BR, W/D included, 
privacy deck. $550/MO, 1 year 
lease. 345-2802
_______________________ 00
Priced to rent: 3 BR apt. for 2 or 
3, trash paid, security deposit 
and lease required. SEMESTER 
LEASE POSSIBLE. No pets. 348-
8305
_______________________ 00
ONLY ONE LEFT 1 BR 
apartment. One block north of 
Old Main on 6th ST. Central 
heat, A/C, and laundry facility. 
Trash service, off street parking, 
and water allowance included. 
348-8249 www.ppwrentals.
com
_______________________ 00
OLD MAIN IS IN THE BACK 
YARD: 4 BR 2 Bath Duplex at 
1520 9th St. $350/person. Stove, 
refrig., micro., dishwasher, W/D. 
Ph. 348-7746
_______________________ 00
2 BR APARTMENTS at 2001 
S. 12th St. or 1305 18th St. 
$240 each roommate with 2 
residents. Trash paid. Call 348-
7746 for appointment. www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
PERFECT FOR FACULTY OR 
GRAD STUDENTS: 2 BR Duplex 
on C St. Quiet cul-de-sac with 
stove, refrig., micro., dishwasher, 
W/D. $750/MO. Ph. 348-7746 
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
AVAIL IMMEDIATELY large apt, 
1 or 2 person Central air, w/d, 
garage. No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND 
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or 
273-2048.
_______________________ 00
GREAT LOCATION 2007-
2008 SCHOOL YEAR.  VERY 
NICE  2, 3, 4, 5,& 6 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS.  FOR MORE 
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT (217)493-
7559.
_______________________ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 07- 
1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great 
locations,some include wireless 
internet. Call for details 345-7286
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom 
houses $450/per person. All 
utilities included.345-1400
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF 
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. 
348-8305.
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS.. CALL 345-1266.
_______________________ 00
PRICE REDUCED -- $600 a 
month!!! BRITTANY RIDGE -- 
RENTING FOR 07-08 SCHOOL 
YEAR.  4 BEDROOMS 2.5 
BATH.  UNIT HAS REF./STOVE, 
AND W/D INCLUDED.  UP TO 
5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE. CALL 
217-234-RENT.
_______________________ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind 
Subway):  3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath. 
As low as $260 per/person. 
Underground Parking. 345-0936
_______________________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
_______________________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
_______________________ 00
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007 
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS 
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS 
FROM CAMPUS. call 217-493-
7559
_______________________ 00
LOOKING FOR something 
different? We have some 1,2&3 
bedroom apts that fit the bill. 
Modern,attractive,away from EIU 
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,A/
C. Williams Rentals 345-7286
_______________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash 
and parking included. Great 
location. Call 217-345-2363. 
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apartments close to 
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Call 
345-7008
_______________________ 00
Available Aug. 1st: 2 BR apt. for 
1 or 2 people. Water and trash 
included, off street parking, 
$375/MO. Buchanan St. Apt., 
345-1266
_______________________ 00
1 BR,2 BR, extra large apartments, 
partially furnished.  Available May 
16.  Ideal for couples.  Located at 
741-745 6th St.  Rent $360-$410 
per apartment.  Water and trash 
paid. Cat OK!  Call 581-7729 or 
345-6127.
_______________________ 00
3 BR apt. available for fall.  Large 
rooms.  Water & trash included, 
central air, ceiling fans. $220/
person.  Buchanan St. Apts.  345-
1266
_______________________ 00
1521 2nd, 6 bedroom; 1836 
11th, 5 bedroom; 1621 12th, 2 
bedroom. All houses south of 
Lincoln with A/C & W/D. 549-
3273
_______________________ 00
NEW, NICE, AND SO MUCH 
CLOSER! 3 or 4 Bedroom, 2 
Bath with W/D. All the Amenities 
and still walk to class. 345-6100 
www.jbapartments.com
_______________________ 00
3 BR house at 1615 12th St. 1 
Bath, refrigerator, stove, and 
dishwasher. $900/MO. Available 
now. Sanders & Co., 234-RENT
_______________________ 00
Available July 1st: 2 BR house 
for 1 or 2 people. Water and 
trash included, off street parking, 
central air, lawn care and snow 
removal provided. $500/MO. 
Buchanan St. Apt., 345-1266
_______________________ 00
Efficiency.  Close to campus. 
$325/month.  All utilities 
included.  Males only.  No pets. 
No smoking.  345-3232 days.
_______________________ 00
Oak bar w/ 5 bar stools. Amish 
built. Beautiful-never used. $2000. 
8 1/2 pool table w/ accessories. 
Excellent condition-rarely used. 
$1500. Great for a basement or 
rec room. Call 273-8207.
______________________8/28
Ladies Nishiki Bike. $25, call 
345-1825. Good Condition.
______________________8/28
Female assistant for woman with 
multiple sclerosis nights 8:30-
10:30. Sat. and Sun. mornings 
8:30-10:30. Pays  $8.35/hour, 
must have own transportation. 
Call 348-6678
______________________8/23
GAP OUTLET IS NOW 
HIRING: 7 AM Early Morning 
Shipment Crew, and All Hours 
P/T Sales Associate. All interested 
applicants apply at Gap Outlet in 
Tuscola or call 217-253-6666
______________________8/24
NOW HIRING! Part time shifts 
Monday-Friday 4PM - 8:30PM 
and limited Saturdays 10AM-3PM. 
$7.50 per hour plus commission 
and bonuses up to $400 per 
month. Perfect for students, 
fun environment, professional 
experience, flexible schedule. 
Apply today! 700 W Lincoln 
Ave., Charleston, IL, next to Tan 
Express and Cell One. (217)639-
1135. Accepting applications 
Monday-Friday 8AM-6PM.
______________________8/24
Part-Time Bartender needed. Elks 
#623. After 4PM. 345-2646
______________________8/24
Weekday evenings and Sunday 
morning janitorial position. 10 
to 15 hours per week. Call 276-
9555, Excel Carpet Care
______________________8/24
DANCERS WANTED: Club 
coyote, 40 min from Charleston. 
Topless and Bikini. Make 
up to $500 cash a night. No 
experience needed, 18 and 
over. 348-0288
______________________8/24
Part-time Bartender- Ranch 
House in Ashmore. Call Linda 
349-8443
______________________8/26
Part Time Delivery Driver. 
Tuesday and Thursday 8-1. 
Apply in person County Office 
Products. 406 6th Street.
______________________8/30
MODELS NEEDED.  Male or 
female models for life drawing 
classes for Fall 2007 Semester. 
To apply, come to the Art Office, 
1606 Art Park West.
______________________8/31
!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No 
experience necessary, training 
provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext. 
239
_____________________12/10
1 ROOM AVAILABLE FALL 
‘07 IN A SMOKE-FREE 3 BR, 2 
BATH HOUSE. INCLUDES C/A, 
W/D, TRASH, ALL APPLIANCES, 
YARD. 1021 6TH ST. 11 MONTH 
LEASE, $275/MO. 708-307-9656 
OR 708-415-8191
______________________8/24
Roommate wanted for 2 BR 
townhouse in Mattoon. Rent is 
$295 plus 1/2 all utilities. Please 
call 847-894-0238
______________________8/31
Sublessor needed for 07-08 
school year. 1 room available 
in a 5 BR, 2 Bath house close to 
campus. 2002 12th St. $300/MO. 
708-642-3551
______________________8/24
Student Classified Rates
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
581-2812
9-4 M-F
Classified Advertising Rates
Monthly Online classified advertising 
available 
@ www.dennews.com
$10$10
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BRATTLEBORO, Vt. – Vermont’s 
clothing-optional capital is stripping off 
its temporary ban on public nudity.
A month after passing the temporary 
ban, the Brattleboro Selectboard voted 
3-2 on Tuesday to reject a proposed or-
dinance that would have made it perma-
nent. When the emergency temporary 
ordinance expires next month, public nu-
dity will no longer be illegal.
It’s all about tolerance, one board 
member said.
“We in this country are going down 
a slippery slope these days,” said Dora 
Bouboulis, noting a national newspaper 
recently published an article about the 
emergency ordinance under the headline 
“Tolerant town gets intolerant.”
She said it wasn’t up to the town to re-
strict anyone’s right to dress or undress.
Before the vote, residents weighed in 
on both sides of the debate.
Michael Gauthier gave the Selectboard 
a petition with signatures of 967 people 
who support a nudity ban.
“What is the point, other than shock 
and awe, that the nudists are trying to 
make?” he asked.
CARMEL, N.Y. – Local officials are 
listening to their elders, and giving up 
at least part of a plan to ban doughnuts 
from senior citizens’ centers for health 
reasons.
Putnam County officials had pro-
posed prohibiting free, day-old dough-
nuts from the county’s five senior cen-
ters, which serve about 1,000 lunches 
each day. Nutritionists questioned 
whether the doughnuts were suitable 
snacks for people over 65.
Seniors rebelled, saying they’re ma-
ture enough to decide what they eat. 
Some 250 people signed a petition 
blasting the proposal as a crummy 
idea.
On Tuesday, county officials pro-
posed a compromise: Small amounts 
of doughnuts, cakes and other baked 
goods could be served at the centers – 
but they have to be eaten elsewhere.
Weird from the Wire
Nudity and doughtnuts allowed
Vermont capital rejects 
temporary nudity ban
Seniors centers can still 
serve doughnuts
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across
  1 Part of Poor 
Richard’s 
Almanack
  6 They clear the 
way
12  Think over, in a 
way
14  Wearing white 
after Labor Day, 
e.g.
15  Rest
16  Border in the 
court?
17  It might help 
you take a turn 
for the better
19  “See ___ care”
20  Bill and Hillary 
Clinton, e.g.
21  Fast pitch
23  Place to get a 
C.D.
26  Gaelic tongue
29  Cinnabar, e.g.
30  Emperor under 
Pope Innocent 
III
32  Early Surrealist
35  Ten minutes in a 
laundry, maybe
37  Hangar site
40  Upper armbones
44  Byron’s 
“___ Walks in 
Beauty”
45  Pay (up)
47  Nutcases
48  Pilgrim to Mecca
51  Fundamental of 
philosophy
53  First U.S. pres. 
to travel in a 
submarine
54  “You’ll have to 
take my word 
for it”
59  Informal words 
of concurrence
60  Attribution
62  Strife
63  A Lennon sister
64  Song from “The 
Music Man” with 
the lyric “What 
words could be 
saner or truer or 
plainer”
65  Word that can 
precede the 
starts of 17-, 
35- and  
54-Across and 
16-Down
down
  1 Band score  
abbr.
  2 Frying medium
  3 Designate
  4 U.F.O. feature, 
maybe
  5 Minimal effort
  6 Commanded
  7 They are sorry
  8 Yellow spring 
flower
  9 Perspective
10  Stable places
11  Abilene-to-San 
Antonio dir.
13  Unlikely party 
animal
14  Cry of disgust
16  Low pressure 
area
18  Good name for 
a trial lawyer?
19  Abbr. on a film 
box
22  Tennis call
24  Columnist 
Maureen
25  Word repeated 
in a child’s  
taunt
27  For example
28  Kind of rate in a 
bank: Abbr.
31  Letters on a 
Rémy Martin 
bottle
33  Jewish month
34  San ___, Italy
36  Grp. handling 
insurance forms
37  Wood for oars
38  “Ugh!”
39  Remedy
41  Egg-laying 
mammal
42  Composer 
of the opera 
“Tancredi”
43  Form of the 
German “to be”
46  7'6" N.B.A. star
49  Titillating
50  Kindergarten 
comeback
52  How most 
computer 
software is sold
55  No ___ Street
56  Kind of school
57  Salt Lake City 
daily, briefly, 
with “the”
58  Learn (of)
59  Year of an 
Amerigo 
Vespucci 
voyage
61  Highest tile 
value in 
Scrabble
Puzzle by Michael Shteyman
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 4,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Briefs
The Associated Press
LONDON –– Britain has 
allowed the deteriorating security 
in southern Iraq to get worse, 
a retired U.S. general said 
Wednesday, warning that American 
troops may need to plug the gaps 
if Prime Minister Gordon Brown 
withdraws significant numbers of 
British soldiers.
Former U.S. Army Gen. Jack 
Keane, who was vice chief of 
staff at the time the Iraq war was 
launched in 2003, said Britain 
never deployed enough troops 
to properly stabilize the region 
around the southern city of Basra.
His criticism, which follows 
other sharp comments from U.S. 
and British military officials 
and analysts, could be aimed at 
pressuring Brown as he weighs a 
winter withdrawal of troops. Such 
a move which would increase his 
popularity when some speculate he 
may consider a national election.
“I think there is a general 
disengagement from what the key 
issues are around Basra,” Keane 
told British Broadcasting Corp. 
radio. “The Brits have never had 
enough troops to truly protect the 
population and we have found that 
out painfully in the central region 
as well.”
india, Japan set 2010 dead-
line for free trade agreement
NEW DELHI –– Japan moved 
to boost its economic engagement 
with India Wednesday as the two 
nations set a target to more than 
double trade over the next three 
years and agreed to work toward 
an early conclusion of a free trade 
agreement.
Japan’s involvement with this 
growing economic powerhouse has 
lagged behind that of other major 
powers, which have been more 
successful in working with India, 
where the economy is growing 
close to 9 percent a year.
The past year has seen the two 
countries work hard to boost trade 
and investment ties through such 
initiatives as a free trade pact, 
or what is called an Economic 
Partnership Agreement, and 
Japanese participation in large 
infrastructure projects in India.
Militants kill soldiers in at-
tacks in northwest Pakistan
MIRAN SHAH, Pakistan –– 
Suspected militants fired rockets 
and assault rifles at a security post 
and a military base in separate 
attacks in northwestern Pakistan 
on Wednesday, killing four 
soldiers, officials said.
In the first attack, militants 
shot at a security post in Bannu, 
a troubled town near the 
North Waziristan tribal region 
that borders Afghanistan, said 
Mohammed Noor, a local police 
official.
Hurricane Dean hits 
Mexico’s oil coast after 
battering Yucatan
The Associated Press
TECOLUTLA, Mexico 
––  A sprawling Hurricane 
Dean slammed into Mexico for 
the second time in as many 
days Wednesday and quickly 
stretched across to the Pacific 
Ocean, then weakened as it 
drenched the central mountains 
with rain that flooded houses 
along the coast.
Coming ashore with top 
sustained winds of 100 mph, 
Dean’s center hit the tourism 
and fishing town of Tecolutla 
shortly after civil defense 
workers loaded the last evacuees 
onto army trucks and headed to 
inland shelters.
There was no escaping the 
wide storm’s hurricane-force 
winds, which lashed at a 60-
mile stretch of the coast in 
Veracruz state.
“You can practically feel 
the winds, they’re so strong,” 
Maria del Pilar Garcia said by 
telephone from inside the hotel 
she manages in Tuxpan, a town 
some 40 miles north of where 
Dean made landfall. “I hope 
this passes quickly and the rivers 
don’t overflow.”
Sounds of crashing metal 
prompted farmer Moises 
Aguilar to take a dangerous risk 
in Monte Gordo, 20 miles down 
the coast from Tecolutla. 
At the height of the storm, 
he dashed outside his house, 
about 300 yards from the sea, 
and struggled against the wind 
as his neighbor’s roof ripped 
apart.
“We’ve closed the curtains 
because we don’t want to see 
what is going on out there,” 
Aguilar said, his voice nearly 
drowned out by another crash. 
“I think that’s more metal 
roofing from my garage.”
At 7 p.m., Dean was 75 miles 
north of Mexico City, where it 
generated steady rain, and was 
moving west at 17 mph. 
The Hurricane Center 
predicted it would dissipate 
Wednesday night or Thursday 
morning over the mountains of 
central Mexico.
Mexico had suspended 
offshore oil production and 
shut down its only nuclear 
power plant as tens of thousands 
headed for higher ground. The 
state oil company said there was 
no known damage to any of its 
production facilities on shore 
or in the Gulf of Mexico.Dean 
struck land Wednesday 
as a Category 2 storm after 
regaining some of the force it 
unleashed on the Yucatan. 
Its first strike on the peninsula 
Tuesday as a Category 5 tempest 
with 165 mph winds was the 
third most intense Atlantic 
hurricane ever to make landfall.
Officials said there were no 
reports of deaths in Mexico 
directly caused by Dean, which 
killed 20 people in its earlier 
sweep through the Caribbean. 
The toll rose Wednesday 
when Haitian officials said 
seven more storm deaths had 
been reported in remote areas.
Dean’s sustained winds 
dropped to 85 mph, Category 
1, shortly after making landfall 
in late morning, and it was 
downgraded to a tropical storm 
by afternoon with winds of near 
70 mph.
But the biggest worry was 
rain. 
Up to 20 inches of rainfall 
were expected to swell rivers 
and soak mountains in a region 
prone to mudslides and flash 
floods.
“The water is rising. It’s 
entering the houses now. The 
children are very frightened,” 
said Maria Luisa Cervantes, who 
fled her low-lying home with 
her five children to a shelter in 
Poza Rica after a flying sheet of 
metal snapped power cables on 
to her roof.
The mountain ranges that 
parallel Mexico’s coast are dotted 
with villages connected by 
precarious roads and susceptible 
to disaster. 
A rainstorm in 1999 caused 
floods that killed at least 
350 people, destroyed tens 
of thousands of houses and 
damaged the pre-Hispanic ruins 
at Tajin.
“We don’t want the same 
thing to happen again and we 
said, ‘Let’s get out of here,’” Jesus 
Vargas, a worker at a tire repair 
shop, said at a shelter in Poza 
Rica, a city 30 miles inland from 
Tecolutla. Poza Rica became the 
area’s command center, with 
shelters for thousands.
As the storm dissipated, 
people in Poza Rica ventured 
out to assess the damage and 
found it less than feared.
“A lot of homes were left 
without roofs,” said Mariano 
Gutierrez, the city’s civil defense 
chief. “Many trees fell on public 
streets and on houses. There 
are many fallen signs. But so 
far, thank God, we don’t have 
anything serious.”
Producers of corn and sugar 
cane, however, likely suffered 
heavy losses in Veracruz, a key 
agricultural state. 
Coffee plantations at higher 
elevations also were threatened 
by the heavy rains, industry 
officials said.
Although Dean swept over 
Yucatan as a rare Category 5 
hurricane, which is capable of 
causing catastrophic damage, 
the storm’s top winds were 
relatively narrow and appeared 
to hit just one town: the cruise 
ship port of Majahual.
The few people who had not 
evacuated Majahual narrowly 
escaped with their lives. 
Dean demolished hundreds 
of houses, crumpled steel 
girders, splintered wooden 
structures and washed away 
parts of concrete dock that 
transformed what once was a 
sleepy fishing village into a top 
cruise ship destination.
The storm surge covered 
almost the entire town in waist-
deep sea water, said fishermen 
Jorge Gonzalez, who struggled 
to keep his dog Camilo above 
water after taking refuge in a 
flooded store. “There came a 
moment when I thought this 
was the end,” he said.
Information still was sparse 
about dozens of inland Mayan 
Indian communities where 
people living in stick huts rode 
out the storm. President Felipe 
Calderon flew over Yucatan to 
survey damage Wednesday.
Greatly weakened from its 
trip across the peninsula, Dean 
moved across the southern 
Gulf of Mexico, home to 100 
oil platforms, three major oil-
Disaster
Hoover said he and the play-
ers at Eastern, even though it is his 
first year, have a good relationship. 
He compared the football team to a 
tight-knit family.
Hoover said he and the team be-
gan to bond last spring when they 
went through camps.
“The team gets along really well,” 
Hoover said.
Head coach Scott Maxfield of 
Henderson State said Hoover also 
had been able to get along well with 
the players on his team.
“He was a really good coach,” 
Maxfield said. “They had a good 
bond and he was able to motivate 
the players.”
Compliments on Hoover come 
close to home as well as junior run-
ning back Norris Smith also was 
happy with the hiring and coaching 
abilities of Hoover.
“He is always talking with the of-
fensive linemen and stressing the run 
game,” Smith said. “As a running 
back, I’m like that of course.”
Smith said he feels the team is in 
good hands when it comes to the 
running game.
Hoover said he does not feel as 
though he has to change much at all 
here in terms of the running game.
“I think sometimes it’s harder to 
keep a good thing going,” Hoover 
said. “Eastern is a very physical team 
and the running game is a part of 
that. I didn’t feel I had to reinvent 
the wheel.”
Hoover said he feels confident 
at the running position because of 
its depth, even with the injury to 
Smith. 
He said he expects a good season 
from the Panthers. 
Hoover believes  Eastern is a good fit
Traveling, From Page 12
southern iraq has become worse 
according to former U.s. general 
(217) 348-8883
505 W. Lincoln Ave Charleston Illinois 
61920
www.infinityfit.com
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By Brandy Provaznik 
Sports Reporter
After the Panthers lost their open-
ing exhibition match on an own goal, 
head coach Adam Howarth said he is 
still pleased with the way the men’s 
soccer season has started off. 
“It was a little disappointing 
that we put the ball in the back of 
our own box but the whole point of 
that game was to play everybody and 
see where people were at,” Howarth 
said. 
Twenty-five players got some 
playing time at Illinois-Springfield. 
Howarth said not only did the Pan-
thers out-shoot the other team, but 
they also played well defensively.  
“Overall, I think the preseason 
has gone very well, and the team is 
strong with good overall fitness,” 
Howarth said. “Everyone for the 
most part is healthy and in good 
shape so that will definitely help us 
begin the season.”
No positions set in stone
Howarth said the next few days 
will be when he is especially looking 
to make decisions about who will be 
traveling and what the Panthers are 
doing in specific positions.
The Panthers scrimmaged in prac-
tice on Wednesday with three, 25-
minute periods.
“There was a lot of good stuff, a 
lot of goals,” senior mid-fielder and 
captain Mick Galeski said. “It was re-
ally hot and we were all getting tired 
but I think we did well.” 
The Panthers will hold their last 
game of the preseason at 7 p.m. on 
Friday at Lakeside Field. 
It will be an 11-on-11 intrasquad 
game.
Howarth said this game will be 
key in evaluating individuals because 
the next week they will be preparing 
the players that will be playing in the 
tournament next weekend. 
“Friday’s game should be very in-
tense and competitive,” Galeski said. 
“Every spot is up for grabs and we all 
want to play so we are going to try 
real hard and give it everything we’ve 
got.”
The new guys
The Panthers have gained seven 
new additions to their team includ-
ing six freshmen and Patrick Ma-
beya, a junior transfer from Parkland 
Community College in Champaign.
Howarth said all of them are do-
ing well and that he can see that 
some freshmen will be pushing for 
some playing time this season. 
“We usually have one or two 
freshmen start each year, sometimes 
more, but it just depends on the level 
of play and what type of impact they 
have on the team,” Howarth said. 
Galeski said he is also very im-
pressed with the new players. 
“This is the fittest team we have 
had since I have been here and the 
new guys came in good shape and 
ready to play,” Galeski said. 
Preseason rankings
The Panthers were ranked third 
overall in the Missouri Valley Con-
ference preseason poll by other 
coaches across the league. 
Three individual players were also 
recognized, with Brad Peters, Galeski 
and Brad Earl picked as preseason 
All-MVC choices. 
“I think that really credits what 
we have done in the past, especially 
last season,” Galeski said. 
The Panthers finished sixth in the 
conference last season.
Galeski said in previous years they 
have been ranked fifth and sixth, and 
that being ranked third just shows 
that other teams are beginning to 
take notice. 
“Now we have to actually earn that 
spot, not just sit back and say, third, 
that’s good enough,” Galeski said. “We 
have to use that as a benchmark for the 
season and do even better.”
Howarth pleased with preseason play despite loss
MeN’s soccer | notebook
ERIC HILTNER | DEN
sophomore defender chris Pearson battles with freshman forward alex harrison for the ball during practice on wednesday afternoon at lakeside Field. the 
Panthers finish the preseason with an intrasquad match at 7 p.m. on Friday at lakeside Field. 
NaTioNal sPorTs | rounduP
SCOTT STRAZZANTE | MCT
chicago ’s danny richar grabs a late throw as kansas city’s’ Joey Gathright 
steals second base on wednesday. the royals defeated the white sox 7-6.
The Associated Press
CHAMPAIGN –– Illinois guard 
Jamar Smith will sit out next season 
following his drunken-driving con-
viction.
Coach Bruce Weber said Wednes-
day that Smith will redshirt and re-
join the team next fall as a junior if 
he meets unspecified obligations.
Smith, a 6-foot-3 guard from Peo-
ria, pleaded guilty in May to aggra-
vated driving under the influence of 
alcohol. He was sentenced to 15 days 
in jail and 24 months of probation.
White sox tied for last
CHICAGO –– Brian Bannister 
doesn’t want to pitch for a last-place 
club. His sights are set on fourth 
place. For the Kansas City Royals, 
baby steps are necessary.
Billy Butler homered and drove in 
three runs to back Bannister’s strong 
outing, and Kansas City held off the 
Chicago White Sox 7-6 on Wednes-
day. The clubs are tied at the bottom of 
the five-team AL Central at 56-70.
Fifth straight for Pujols
ST. LOUIS –– The Cardinals’ Al-
bert Pujols homered for a career-best 
fifth consecutive game on Wednes-
day night, hitting a two-run shot off 
Florida’s Scott Olsen in the first in-
ning.
illinois guard smith to sit out season
MeN’s soccer NoTe
 • Next match: men’s soccer 
wraps up its final preseason 
schedule in an intrasquad 
match at 7 p.m. on Friday at 
lakeside Field. 
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By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Editor
For the second year in a row, stu-
dents have the option of registering 
their intramural teams and members 
online.
It’s a simple process.
Prospective athletes should log on 
to eiu.imtrackonline.com and follow 
the steps online. They need their E-
number and the corresponding pass-
word, which is the person’s email 
password. All sports teams should 
be able to register today barring any 
difficulties according to intramural 
sports director Kevin Linker.
This year’s version of registering 
is slightly different. It’s an upgraded 
version called IMOnline 2.0.
“Everyone I talked to said it was 
good,” Linker said. 
The E-number should also make 
the process smoother.
Linker said it was difficult with 
registration last year because students 
used their Social Security numbers.
That made it difficult for both the 
intramurals staff and the student 
to register because the Social Secu-
rity numbers didn’t always match up 
with the system. 
Hall champions to be intro-
duced at football game
The halftime show at the East-
ern-Tennessee Tech football game on 
Aug. 30 will feature more than just 
the band. It will also feature the pre-
sentation of the 2006-07 intramural 
points champions.
Thomas and Pemberton Halls 
were the male and the female hall 
champions, and Sigma Pi and Alpha 
Phi were the fraternity and the soror-
ity champions. 
Junior special education major 
Megan Lahey said Alpha Phi was 
excited when they found out they 
won. 
“I was happy because we wanted 
to keep the winning streaking go-
ing,” Lahey said.
She said many former high school 
athletes are members of Alpha Phi. 
There will be representatives from 
the hall and Greek organizations, and 
they will be presented with the tro-
phies on the football field at O’Brien 
Stadium.
“I don’t mind being in front of 
large crowds,” Lahey said. 
Campus fields take a beating
Eastern summer camps are usu-
ally held at the practice facilities, but 
the intramural fields were used this 
summer because of the overflow of 
campers. 
“The grass doesn’t look so good 
out there,” Linker said. 
Linker wants it to rain more so it 
will soften the ground.
Volleyball still the most popular
Intramural volleyball seems to be 
the popular sport at Eastern with 60 
teams signed up, and for the seventh 
consecutive year there will be more 
women’s teams than men’s team.
Teams can register online for intramurals
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“I don’t mind being in 
front of large crowds.”
— Junior special education 
major Meghan Lahey
about being on the field at 
halftime of the football game.
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Panthers need efficient play 
on both sides of the ball
new goalkeeper 
helps fill out 
roster this season
Backup from page 12
Nowak said they are both very 
similar in the ways they play, both 
being small, quick and able to 
jump well.
“They both are very quick at 
getting to things and have the abil-
ity to make game changing plays,” 
Nowak said.
Practice is an area that Nowak 
said he is especially going to no-
tice the difference now with having 
two goalies. 
Nowak said last year there were 
times they wanted to train Wil-
liams harder and have her do more 
but they had to be careful not to 
push her into an injury since she 
was all they had.
“I was a goalkeeper back in col-
lege so there were times when 
maybe I would step in or my as-
sistant, Beth, would step in and 
be the second goalie during scrim-
mages in order to take some pres-
sure off of Jenny,” Nowak said.
Nowak said he is excited that he 
does not have to jump in and play 
goal and can now focus on the big 
picture during practice.
Last year, with Williams in goal 
the majority of the time, Nowak 
said she matured in her position.
“Goalie is an area where you get 
better with time,” Nowak said. “
Some of the oldest goalies are 
the best goalies. And she is now 
playing goal at a junior level be-
cause of the amount of minutes she 
got in last season and that she used 
those minutes to her advantage.” 
Williams said her role as the 
only starting goalie was sometimes 
tiring and she is looking forward to 
the competition with Lorbert.
“She is amazing,” Williams said. 
“She is really putting up a fight for 
the starting spot and she has a lot 
of confidence. She is picking up 
the college game really well.”
The Panther’s next exhibition 
match will be held here at Lakeside 
Field Aug. 25 against Indiana-Pur-
due-Indianapolis. 
The regular season will open up 
Aug. 31 at Eastern Michigan in 
Ypsilanti, MI.
offense from page 12
In 2005’s loss to Southern Illi-
nois, Eastern lost 21-6 and its of-
fense managed 244 yards of total 
offense. In last year’s loss to Illinois 
State, Eastern did even worse – 138 
yards of total offense.   
This year, who knows what to ex-
pect.
Senior Cole Stinson is back at 
quarterback, but he must show bet-
ter touch, better decision-making 
and more leadership to fully lead the 
offense.
It also doesn’t help that his favor-
ite throwing target, Rucker, has been 
limited with a foot sprain he suffered 
three weeks ago. 
But Stinson said he spent all sum-
mer working with unproven receiv-
ers like Jason Fisher, Joel Evers and 
Quinten Ponius to develop a com-
fort level. 
The running back position doesn’t 
have the depth in the past, and the 
loss of starting running back Norris 
Smith for potentially the whole sea-
son doesn’t help.
The offensive line must replace 
three starters, and at times in Sun-
day’s scrimmage, looked overpow-
ered by the defensive line. 
By 9:30 p.m. next Thursday, 
we’ll have a better understanding of 
whether Eastern’s offense this year 
can produce and carry a team.
But the full result of whether this 
unit will win games solely by them-
selves, as the defense has proven 
during the last two years, won’t be 
known until late November.
By that time, we’ll know if East-
ern is in the playoffs – and if any 
sideline chairs go flying through the 
air in anger.
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Junior running back norris smith runs against teammates last spring. smith 
is currentlyout wiht a knee injury. 
By Adam Tedder
Sports Editor
Seventeen years of coaching 
football.
That amount of time has shown 
Eastern offensive line coordinator 
coach Jeff Hoover he has a true 
passion for both football and 
coaching.
But Hoover said he almost did 
not coach football at all.
“Actually, my college coach 
talked me into it,” Hoover said. “I 
had been planning on going to law 
school. But my coach and I were 
sitting on a plane together talking 
and he said ‘We need a football 
coach and we would like you to 
have the job.’” 
Hoover said his coach told him if 
the coaching job did not work out, 
he could always go to law school 
instead. 
Hoover said he has never 
regretted the decision.
Before Hoover became a coach 
though, he was a three-time starter 
for the University of California-
Davis, where he graduated in 1991.  
He was hired as the offensive 
line coach after graduation. In 
1992 he coached for the offensive 
and defensive lines for the 
Arena Football League team, the 
Sacramento Attack. He went on 
to coach at Claremont-McKenna, 
Portland State, Utah State and 
Henderson State before coming to 
Eastern.
Hoover was hired last March and 
said he is excited about being with 
the team. He said he has nothing 
but the utmost respect for head 
coach Bob Spoo.
But Hoover said to stay interested 
in coaching, it has to go beyond just 
the game of football.
He said a good relationship 
between the coaches and players is 
needed to be able to do the job and 
do the job well.
Hoover said throughout his 17 
years of coaching the players have 
changed, where as the game has not.
“Obviously, 18- and 19-year-
olds have changed since I began 
coaching, but I think that they still 
want to play hard and win,” Hoover 
said. “So as long as they feel you’re 
putting them in a position to win, 
they’ll listen.”
SEE traveling, PAgE 9
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Traveling coach finds new home
Coach Jeff Hoover 
remembers how he got 
his start in coaching
soccer noTebook
The latest updates on men’s soccer.
SEE PAGE 10
Goalkeeper gets needed backup
Nowak finds backup 
goalkeeper for Williams 
this season
By Brandy Provaznik
Sports Reporter 
It was early September of last 
year when the Panthers only starting 
goalie, Jenny Williams, got into a 
collision in front of the box and 
came out with a concussion.
Williams had no official backup 
and that is when the Panthers were 
forced to look to the rest of the 
team.
But the Panthers then had junior 
Kellie Floyd and freshman Alexis 
Miller who were able to step up and 
share time in the goal to fill the void 
for the one game Williams had to 
miss.
“Like any player, on any team, I 
wanted to be out there, but I knew 
that I couldn’t and that my team 
would have to be alright without 
me,” Williams said.
This year the Panthers will 
have another option at goalie with 
the addition of freshman Kaylin 
Lorbert.
Head coach Tim Nowak said he 
is looking forward to having that 
stability.
The reason the Panthers did 
not have a back up goalie last year 
is because when Nowak came to 
Eastern in his first year that previous 
coach had not recruited a goalie and 
Nowak said, it was a little too late 
to get one. 
Nowak said it is hard for a coach 
to recruit two goalies from the same 
class.
“Only one gets to play and so it 
is tough to get two goalkeepers and 
offer scholarships, with only one 
getting that majority of the playing 
time,” Nowak said. “It is really nice 
to have Jenny and Kaylin in two 
separate classes.”
SEE backup, PAgE 11
Matt
Daniels
The last time Eastern played 
a game at O’Brien Stadium, the 
Panthers sideline was not a safe or 
happy place. 
Helmets were flying, chairs 
were being thrown, every 
dirty word one can imagine 
was being said in the closing 
minutes of Eastern’s 24-13 first-
round Football Championship 
Subdivision loss against Illinois 
State. 
And all the anger was directed 
at one thing: Eastern’s offense. 
The big arm of quarterback 
Cole Stinson was not used, 
nor the play-making ability of 
Stinson’s roommate and Eastern 
wide receiver Micah Rucker, in 
that game. 
Now, the offense will once 
again try to at least match the 
results the defense has had in the 
past.
The last two seasons, Eastern’s 
defense has carried them to the 
playoffs.
Last year, a critical tackle 
on a 4th-and-1 play by corner 
back Terrance Sanders and 
defensive tackle Tim Kelly 
stopped Jacksonville State’s Clay 
green short of a first down. The 
tackle was the biggest of the 
regular season because it came 
with Eastern leading 28-24 
with less than two minutes to 
play. The tackle gave Eastern 
the win, and with the win, the 
Panthers claimed a share of the 
Ohio Valley Conference title 
and a second straight trip to the 
playoffs.
The defense was also first in 
the nation last year in turnovers 
gained with 36.
Who knows if the Panthers 
would have ever had a chance 
at the playoffs if it weren’t for 
Lucius Seymour’s fourth-quarter 
interception last year at Eastern 
Kentucky? Seymour’s interception 
stopped an EKU drive inside 
Panther territory with the 
Colonels trailing 28-21 late in the 
game.
In 2005, the defense scored 
eight touchdowns and recorded a 
safety. Against Murray State that 
year, the Panthers defense scored 
three touchdowns, and two in the 
fourth quarter. Murray led 28-21 
until Tristan Burge recovered a 
fumble in the end zone to tie the 
game. Then, Seymour returned 
an interception 43 yards for the 
game-winning touchdown with 
less than a minute to play.
The offense, while at times 
showing signs of potential, for 
the most part, has been mediocre 
at best the last two years – and 
below average in the last two 
playoff games.
SEE offense, PAgE 11
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Freshman goalkeeper Kaylin Lorbert attempts a save Wednesday afternoon 
at the soccer practice fields behind O’Brien Stadium.
ERIC HILTNER | DEN
Jeff Hoover, the offensive line coach and run game coordinator, talks with senior receiver Jordan Campanella during practice at O’Brien Stadium Wednesday.
Offense 
needs to 
produce
